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Activating Your GLOW

They say beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but I say there is beauty is everything. 
Our society has based a lot of its current mindset on Self improvement, preserving 
youth & anamorphic body image. One day thin is in, the next roundness with curves is 
what’s in, no wonder women are confused about their bodies & shamed by the media 
there is narrow view and it’s constantly under a microscope. The way we look can open 
or close doors. Beauty is BIG business in our world, that just recently songstress Alicia 
Keys has taken on a #NoMakeup stance stating it’s the “most freeing thing” she has 
ever done, including performing her first concert & appearances completely makeup 
free. As women, we've been told to wear makeup to make us “more presentable” at 
work and even by other women.
Yet underneath it all, regardless of what or shape, size, color, or gender, we all have 
what I’ve termed “Spiritual Beauty”. That something lit from within, that comes in 
moments of bliss, joy, peace & love. We forget how incredibly simple yet strong, 
different yet connected, and brilliant & balanced something can be in nature yet we fail 
to see that in ourselves. Nature does not cover or hide its beauty, it rises brighter to 
connect to more Light allowing its inner wisdom to guide, guard, protect and provide. 

Because so much energy is spent on presenting outer flawlessness, achieving Instagram 
likes & appearing happy, I share “Activating your GLOW” as a spark to embracing the 
Light that surrounds, flows & is YOU. The beauty within you is as strong as a magnet, 
sparkles & feels good. This guide will provide you  “G.L.O.W. Codes” to reveal your inner 
wisdom, radiance & activate your GLOW! 

The Codes are activated within your body through energy centers, Chakras, each 
revealing what needs to process, deal & heal. Because we are made of energy, “star 
stuff”, once the Chakras are healed, balanced & energized, the vibration around us shifts 
thus activating your spiritual beauty for that GLOW! 



A brief description of the Chakras to provide the area of the body affected, the color
each Chakra vibrates with & areas affected. 

The Chakra system is a vast wealth of information that provides access to intuition, past 
lives & body memories. The study of the Chakras is one of my favorite things to study & 
provide Healing for.  For our purposes, the previous photo provides the basis to discuss 
activating your GLOW! 

Light is alive, active & available to use once we have learned what it is, how it affects or 
deflects in our daily lives &  how it can heal. Because everything is made of energy & 
our senses provide additional input, we can quickly discover if something is right or 
wrong for us. Within seconds of meeting someone new we can quickly access how to 
behave with and towards this person based our ‘mental checklist’ of good or bad. More 
often times than not we attach emotional connection with the need to be liked,  which  
clouds our judgment & then we are left wondering what was missed. In most cases, the 
energy centers are unbalanced & weak, thus clouding your intuitive guidance.  

Activating your GLOW will increase your intuition, self confidence & awareness, 
manifestation power & GLOW from head to toe. 



The eight (8) GLOW Codes are powerful activations of spiritual practice that shift 
energy within and around you. Each Code is described followed by:

Spiritual Beauty Activation Points (Chakras) - awareness of activations.
Mantra - Mind Set Mantras to affirm, declare & claim your GLOW!
Daily Ritual - Creating habits that become practices. 
Soul Scribbles - Healing through words.

 

GLOW Codes 

1. Keep it Simply Spiritual (K.I.S.S.) 
Remember we are all connected. We've been trained to separate & resist one other 
which fosters fear, resentment & blame. Let love be your Light. With enough love one 
thing can turn into many. Healing happens once the heart lets go of its habit of hurt. 
Nothing real is ever lost or missing, it's all in perspective. There is plenty to connect to 
for drama, despair & death so be mindful & stay focused on what Spirit is revealing to 
you. Show me the GLOW! 

Spiritual Beauty Activation Points
Crown, Heart & Solar Plexus Chakras 

Mantra "Love is my Light." 
Daily Ritual "I Love Myself" Hand washing 
Every time you hand your hands throughout the day, say aloud “I Love Myself” while 
you wet, wash & dry your hands. 

Soul Scribbles
YOU are the Planner, Designer & Artist of your Life beloved, what are you creating? Are 
you living your dream life? Describe? If not, what's holding you back? What's your 
biggest fear? Why? 

2.   Purge your Past to Process your Present
Letting go is accepting what cannot be changed. The cycles of life every living 
experiences include mourning, healing through letting go whereas its opposite is 
grieving which is clinging to the past life, person or experience.  Loss isn't only about  
people but, dreams, relationships, hopes even one age to the next. There is a time when 
everything must be released. Purging opens the space for the new. 
Ready! Set! GLOW! 

Spiritual Beauty Activations Points
Root, Heart, & Third Eye Chakras



Mantra "I give myself permission to be free & ME!" 

Daily Ritual - Candle Magic  Bury, Burn & Blow
Use 3 Green candles, be sure they can burn safely. Best done at night before bedtime.  
Green is the color for healing & each candle represents a Chakra. 

Candle #1 Bury The Root represents "Bury" Allowing the old & worn to be mourned to 
move forward. As you light the candle speak what needs to be buried Into flame, say, "I 
bury _________ in all directions of time & space now!" 
Take your time "burying" your dead emotions, relationships, jobs, friends, dreams. 
When clarity is regained & it feels complete, go to candle #2. 

Candle # 2 The Heart represents "Burn" - Igniting the deepest desires & dreams of your 
within. Light the candle, write and/ or speak your intentions to add
fuel to the fire.  Allow Light to flow & fill you as the activation continues, go to candle 
# 3. 

Candle #3 The Third Eye represents "Blow" Lifting the veil from the intuitive center 
reveals inner wisdom & connects to the intelligence of the Heart.  Say, "I know the 
answer" as you light the final candle. Allow time to focus on the candles, at least 5 - 10 
min. uninterrupted. Stay focused on the flames to allow the radiance to reveal itself to 
& through you. Once you feel complete, you may blow out the candles. The activation 
will continue as you sleep. Sweet dreams. Especially powerful during New or Full moon. 

Soul Scribbles 
What am I willing to let go of in exchange for my happiness? Am I willing to be happy? 
Why? Why not? 

3. Modern Moderation 
Live within your means not beyond it. Debt is misplaced resentment. Our excess society 
has all but erased true necessity with want. The personal denial of self value has created 
separation amongst people & places. Balance flows into equilibrium which grows into 
well being thus establishing worthiness. Moderation grows into sharing which always 
multiplies itself. Give, grow & GLOW! 

Spiritual Beauty Activation Points
Sacral & Throat Chakras

Mantra "I have enough to share & spare!"

Daily Ritual - "Giving Game" 
Everyday for 7 days give something away. Cash, clothes & compliments are good place 
to start then expand it into something bigger. Allow divine guidance to flow on what's 
next & let the magic happen! 



Soul Scribbles  
What is my money story? Who is money to me? My parents? Are you financially free 
or fearful? Why? What are you willing to do to change it? 

4. Open Mind. Open Heart. Oneness.
Be the love you are. Easier said than done most think, yet it is remembering that 
awakens. Get your heart happy by doing things you enjoy & love. Often the most 
difficult to activate the Light is through forgiveness. When you forgive you strengthen 
your heart & you grow. As you grow, you GLOW! 

Spiritual Beauty Activation Point
Heart Chakra

Mantra "Because I love myself, I forgive myself, thank you Spirit!" 

Daily Ritual -  "For give, forgive & for giving" 
Upon waking say, "I allow myself to forgive anything that is untrue." Throughout your 
day any thoughts, actions or experiences that shift your feelings or trigger your 
emotions is where forgiveness is needed. Repeat continuously for 7 days. After 7 days 
you will feel like a new person. Now you are in the flow of the GLOW!

Soul Scribbles 
What are you NOT willing to forgive? Why? What does holding on keep you from 
having or doing? How does this affect you? When? Do you feel stuck? Why? 

5. You are AH MAZING! 
Did you forget, Beloved you are a miracle? Our society has created a "Me" mentality 
that keeps people in competition, lack & separateness. This behavior is a distraction of 
the Ego (Edging God Out) to keep the focus outside instead of revealing your radiance. 
A Course in Miracles, states "Everything is gone except the Truth. Because you are made 
of star stuff and the heart is the flame it accepts the wants of the mind. The mind wants 
to label so it can judge, don't let it.  GLOW on! 

Spiritual Beauty Activation Points
Solar Plexus & Sacral Chakras 

Mantra "I am blessed, beautiful & brilliant!" 



Daily Ritual - "Mirror, mirror on the wall.." 

Everyday for 7 days, twice a day, take 1-3 minutes and speak out loud the mantra while 
gazing into your own eyes. This is one of the most difficult experiences because we 
have forgotten our radiance & brilliance. I invite you to push through the resistance 
with this one. Pray. 

Soul Scribbles  
What am I afraid to have? Why? Who are your mentors? Why? Are you willing to 
develop the qualities you admire in others? How will you do it? What's stopping you? 
Who is stopping you? 

6. We really are the world. 
Each of us are just individualized expressions of Spirit, each of us matter & each of us 
have a purpose on Earth. As in nature, there are no mistakes. The moment we see love 
in each other & all things we will have Heaven on Earth. When one shines, we all shine, 
when one suffers we all suffer. Mindfulness brings your awareness from thought to 
feeling, it is where Light shines from the Heart. Once the Heart is activated it expands, 
it creates, it inspires, it releases & it GLOWS! 

Spiritual Beauty Activation Points
Root & Heart Chakras 

Mantra "I live in a friendly Universe." 

Daily Ritual - "In To Me I See" (Intimacy) 
Set the intention to spend some quality time with yourself, indulging in ultimate self 
care. Experiment with gifting something for yourself one day & someone else the next. 
Intimacy with the Self opens you to see others do not who they are. Remember you are 
a mirror.  Paying if forward activates this connection quicker. 

Soul Scribbles 
Who do you love? Why? Who. Do you dislike? Why? Do you want to be happy or 
right? Why?  What are your vices? Can't live withouts?  

7. Embrace your Light.
Light is everywhere. Darkness is not the absence of Light, it is the just turned down. 
Like the tides of the oceans, flow must have somewhere to go.  Energy is Light in 
constant motion that is magnetized to attract or deflect from the Heart. Relationships 



serve to share the Light yet inner darkness sabotage, shut down & sacrifice to keep 
from experiencing any kind of pain. The attitude of gratitude heals 
opens doors faster than the speed of light. GLOW with grace & gratitude. 

Spiritual Beauty Activation Points
Sacral & Crown Chakras 

Mantra " I am grateful for my life."  

Daily Ritual - "Bless it All" 
Upon waking, bless the day, your body, the bed, the bathroom, the sunshine, the 
morning. Bless EVERYTHING for 7 days. Be open to receiving. 

Soul Scribbles 
I really want _______. Why? What are the benefits to your life? Are you afraid to 
spend? Do you feel guilty buying things for yourself? Who taught you about money? 
What did you learn? Are you willing to change? Why? Why not? 

8. Be the Light. 
Enlightenment means to be "in Light." Spiritual Beauty is activated from a renewed 
mind, body & Spirit. It is through pain, we heal. It is through trial, we learn. It is 
through challenges, we grow. It is through love, we shine. 

Spiritual Beauty Activation Points
Crown, Third Eye, Throat, Heart, Solar Plexus, Sacral, Root Chakras

Mantra "I am Light & I love to shine!" 

Daily Ritual - Light Bright Activation 
Smile all day everyday at everyone & everything.  Let the magic happen! 

Soul Scribbles 
I love my_______ (fill in the blank) How does speaking about yourself make you feel? 
Why? Are you happy? Are you your ideal weight? If not, why? Name your 5 best 
features? What did you what to be when you grew up? If you could go anywhere in the 
world, where would go? 3 people you'd take with you? Why? 

The importance of repeating these exercises until they become habits then a practice is 
what will activate your GLOW much faster than you can imagined. Your devotion, 
determination and dedication will manifest miracles & get you in the GLOW! 



Tonya's expressive & colorful energy is deeply healing. Her warm & engaging demeanor, 
storytelling & intuitive spiritual guidance provides focused insight & healing. Utilizing 
her diverse gifts as a Psychic Medium, Healer, Spiritual Leader & Teacher, Tarot Expert & 
Author provides an unique, optimistic, sensory experience that heals, offers support & 
activates your SoulSelf  GLOW! 

For questions and/or comments, or schedule a ChakraScription Healing Session, please 
email: tarotlifecoach@gmail.com 
www.tarotlifecoach.com
#ServeShareShine
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